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“Public Interest” 
 
Objective of Agenda Item 
 
To discuss how the concept of “public interest” relates to, and informs, the work of IFAC, 
the International Accounting Education Standards Board, and the CAG. 
 
Background 

At the CAG’s first meeting, in New York in March 2005, it was noted by CAG members 
that the term “public interest” was used throughout IFAC and Education Committee 
documents; but that no clear definition of this was articulated.  It was suggested that the 
concept of “public interest” should, perhaps, be defined at a broad IFAC level, with each 
individual committee then developing a more detailed interpretation as to how this relates 
to their specific areas of interest.   
 
At its meeting in Bordeaux in September 2005, the CAG again briefly discussed the 
definition and description of the term “public interest’ as one of the “Matters Arising” from 
the minutes of its March 2005 meeting.   It was agreed this issue be brought forward to the 
next CAG meeting for further deliberation, and a discussion paper developed for the CAG’s 
consideration, considering the definition and description of “public interest” as related to 
the work of IFAC, and specifically, the Education Committee and the Education CAG. 
 
Carolyn Stevens, IFAC Senior Technical Manager, Regulation and Public Policy is 
currently working on a paper for the IFAC Board to help them arrive at a definition of 
“public interest” as it applies to IFAC.   It should be noted, therefore, that IFAC does not 
yet have a definitive view on the issue.   Carolyn has, however, prepared (and will present) 
a paper on “public interest” to the CAG meeting and would welcome the CAG’s views, 
advice and input on the matter to inform her paper for the IFAC Board. 
 
Material Presented 
 
Agenda Item 10a Public interest discussion paper. 
 


